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vMOTTO
?Never put off what you can do today until tomorrow.?
?If we buy the cow definitely also get the rope,
but if we buy a rope we are not necessarily  or probably not even
going to get a cow.?
?Don?t be afraid because we are not alone, as long as we are always
loyal andobedient to Allah,so Allah also will never leaveus.?
?No matter how busy we are, to worship Allah is number one?
?Allah?s plans are much better.?
?Whatever we do must be intended only for Allah.?
?Sometimeswehad tobe very clever tochoosefriends, becausethe
religious friendswouldprovide a good influenceand vice versa.?
?We livetodie, anddeath comesat any time, arewe ready??
?Don?t procrastinategoodness, because one minute that will come
is not necessarily going to be ours.?
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SUMMARY
xLINDA ARI WIJAYANTI. A320090293, DETERMINISM AND FREEDOM
REFLECTED IN DAVID NICHOLLS’S ONE DAY NOVEL (2009), A
PHILOSOPHY OF DETERMINISM, RESEARCH PAPER.
MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA, 2013
This study is about determinism and freedom in One Day novel. The
objective of this study are to analyze the novel based on its structural elements
and apply the determinism approach to analyze the determinism and freedom in
One Day novel.
The data source comes from primary data source that is the novel and the
secondary data sources arereferences and data or materials related to the research
picking up from the books and the internet related with the novel. The method of
the data collection is descriptive analysis.The researcher uses Barret’s major point
of determinism and freedom to answer the problem of the study. The study is
descriptive qualitative research whose data are taken from novel. The technique of
the collecting data is library research, while the technique of analyzing data is
descriptive.
 The study comes to the following conclusions. Firstly, based on the
structural analysis of each elements, it shows that character and characterization,
setting, plot, point of view, and theme are related to each other and form the unity.
Secondly, based on the determinism analysis the writer wants to say that humans
only have the freedom to choose and do all they want, and they can only hope and
strive in order that their desires could be achieved and  their hopes come true,
sometimes what they choose and what they do give a major influence on their
future or the rest of their lives but on the other hand everything is determined by
God, including, life and death, fate and destiny, fortune and mate.
Key word: Determinism and Freedom, One Day, Philosophy of determinism.
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